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For fans of Girl Friends and Strawberry Panic comes a breathtaking new yuri series!Aihara Yuzu, a

high school girl whose main interests are fashion, friends, and having fun, is about to get a reality

check. Due to her mom's remarriage, Yuzu has transferred to a new, all-girls school that is

extremely strict. Her real education is about to begin.From day one, happy-go-lucky Yuzu makes

enemies, namely the beautiful yet stern student council president Mei. So what happens when a

dejected Yuzu returns home and discovers the shock of her life: that Mei is actually her new

step-sister who has come to live with her? Even more surprising, when Mei catches Yuzu off guard

and kisses her out of the blue, what does it all mean?
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Saburouta is a Japanese artist best known as the author and artist of Citrus.

This is the very first yuri manga series I'm reading. What caught my attention was the cover art and

the rest of the book does not fail to do justice on it. Within the first volume, we get into the waters

pretty quickly. We get a good background of Yuzu and a little bit, yet a good amount, of what Mei is

like. It's a decent setup of an affair; two characters who are polar opposites. What's more interesting

are the factors being played between their relationship. Is their relationship possible? What will

those who care for them think?In my opinion, the two main characters are enjoyable. Yuzu is

cheerful and comedic while Mei is serious and cool. These character-types are common in



anime/manga, so it's easy for me to settle in. But the fact this story revolves around forbidden love

makes it fresh. Already a great start! Can't wait for the next!

Citrus: Secret Love Affair With Sister, Vol. 1 is a book I didn't think I'd ever buy, but because of

some viral marketing on 's part, I ended up ordering it some six months or a year ago. Yuzu is a

pretty, blonde high-school student whose mother has recently married, forcing the two of them to

move to a new town, where Yuzu will attend a a new school. On the first day of school, she's

harassed by the class president, who turns out to be her new step-sister, who turns out to be her

new love interest.You're probably thinking, ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Zac, you've read some stupid s***, and

this is just about the stupidest,ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• but Citrus is a well-crafted guilty pleasure. Be

forewarned, this is a story about a step-sister harassing and sexually harassing a teenage girl. Of

course, it's a manga, so the girl being harassed is totally into it, thus perpetuating the stereotype

that it's okay to sexual harass women because in the end, they'll like it. I can't wait for the next one.

****1/4

Citrus plays the two sides of the romance coin very well. It's emotionally sensitive and satisfying and

also creates intense sexual tension without making it seem too forced. The characters are dynamic

and entertaining, and there are several gratifying surprises and twists in the story. The only qualm I

have with this story is its lack of recognition for the social repercussions of a lesbian relationship,

particularly in this setting and with the two main characters being stepsisters. Regardless of this, I

found the series so far to be very gripping, and I'm excited for the release of the next volume.

I really like this series, i hope they will make it into an anime.

Great manga, love this manga. Give this one a shot, you may like it.

Any fan of yuri/shoujo ai should purchase this series. The plot is progressive but not sudden and the

art/story is exciting and fluent.

A good manga

Citrus, a Manga Yuri about two step sisters (Not related by blood but by marriage.) Falling for one

another and the struggles they go through.
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